BIM ESTIMATOR ENGINEER

'We're all Americaribe'. It means that we share the same culture, expertise & refers to the efforts we take every day to make ourselves operate more tightly and agilely. Our pride, achievements, and experiences have all tied to the minds of teamwork, innovation, and novelty. Talented newcomers with creative and technical skill sets like these, along with an energy and enthusiasm that effectively contribute to team morale, are always needed as Americaribe continues to grow. Beyond the high-level benefits and competitive salary is a plethora of opportunity to accentuate your career path, allowing growth from advanced trainings and experience, provided by Americaribe, to build leadership, versatility, & consistency.

Americaribe LLC. is known for applying its capacity for technical and commercial innovation, cutting-edge engineering skills and expertise in development to offices, hotels, airports, hospitals, schools, housing, exhibition centers, leisure facilities, etc. Americaribe is the subsidiary of Bouygues Bâtiment International, operating in over twenty countries, also known for combining its networks alongside major contracts with highly added value.

POSITION SUMMARY
The BIM Estimator Engineer will be a self-starter professional, developing estimates using BIM. Must be able to meet critical deadlines, have the ability to coordinate work with team members. Candidate will work in the development of take-off and estimates, while using BIM.

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
• Conduct initial analysis of drawings and specifications to ensure required documentation is present
• Develop estimates based on construction documents
• Critically analyze the bid documents and understand risk and opportunities and articulate those to management
• Gather and monitor actual cost vs. estimated cost
• Provide detailed quantity take off of specific trades
• Create detailed crew and production cost estimates and review prices with Pre-Construction Manager
• Attend on-site pre-bid/proposal conferences and site visits
• Develop and review subcontractor scopes of work and accept, review, and analyze subcontractor quotes for best value
• Prepare project bid status reports and ensure compliance with all specifications and contract Statements of Work and Bid Invitations

SKILLS AND QUALIFICATIONS
• At least five (1) year working as an Estimator, performing the duties described above
• At least five (1) year using BIM
• Working knowledge of REVIT
• Candidate must have a BS degree in Civil Engineering or related field of studies
• Must have experience with On Screen take Off
• Experience with Revit a plus
• Ability to read, understand and organize construction plans and specifications
• Ability to work independently, and manage a team, while exercising great judgment
• Strong Ability to multitask, prioritize, and work well under pressure to meet established deadlines
• EXCEL proficiency a must

The physical demands described here are representative of those that must be met by an employee to successfully perform the essential functions of this job. Reasonable accommodations may be made to enable individuals with disabilities to perform the essential functions.